
Cool Math Videos! Algebra in the Real World
DVD from Futures Channel now on Amazon.com
Features 18 careers that use math and science. Popular with teachers the videos can be also used by
homeschoolers, tutors and parents to inspire and engage.

LOS ANGELES, CA, UNITED STATES, May 25, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The Futures Channel is
pleased to announce that their popular DVD “Algebra In The Real World” can now be purchased
online directly from Amazon.com. Featuring 18 engaging math-related career videos, this DVD is
aimed at middle school and high school students. Already a popular resource for math teachers eager
to inspire students, it’s anticipated that this DVD will be highly sought after following this latest launch.
To date the feedback has been highly complementary, as highlighted by this teacher’s review:

“As a math teacher, one of the most common questions I get from my students is, “When are we ever
going to use this stuff in real life?” I have found that a great way to answer this question is through the
Future Channel videos, which are excellent at bridging the gaps between math concepts learned in
the classroom and their real world applications.  These videos are short, so I can quickly show one
during a class period without it interfering with instructional time.”

Each video runs for approximately 5 minutes and demonstrates practical applications of math in
modern careers. The videos are designed to be engaging and thought provoking, aiming to spark
greater interest in math and make it easier for teachers to inspire students. Some of the careers
featured in this DVD include a sports reporter, skateboard designer, windsurf sail designer/tester, a
rollercoaster engineer; among others. Examples of topics covered include acceleration, linear
functions, slope, equations, and variables. 

As an added bonus, The Futures Channel provides a 67 page Curriculum Guide which can be
downloaded in PDF format to accompany the DVD. This guide is also appreciated, as highlighted by
this teacher’s feedback: 

“The lesson worksheets that accompany the videos provide an extra resource that helps reinforce the
concepts and relate them to various real life topics.  The best part of the Futures Channel videos is
that my students pay attention throughout the entire duration, and this engagement naturally leads to
a class discussion about how the videos relate to the concepts I am teaching.”

Videos and activities can be selected based on Common Core State Standards (CCST) and topics. 

More information about The Futures Channel and their “Algebra In The Real World” is available on
the company website and their Amazon.com retail page. For a limited time this educational DVD is
available at the low introductory price of $45. 

Click here to sample a video from the DVD
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